UNPACKING GUIDE
When I ship your painted miniatures I do my best to pack them thoroughly. I know well how important it is
for them to travel save and arrive undamaged. I'm very serious about packaging. As one customer put it:
„...your packaging is so good that I suspect you work for shipping company in real life”. Still proper
packaging is not all and because of that I want to share some tips on how to safely unpack you miniatures.
Outer Layer (_)
By default I pack painted miniatures into smaller boxes, which are then packed
into a single larger box filled with protecting material. Usually you don't need to
be extra careful when opening the outer layers of the package. In case your
shipment was packed otherwise I will inform you beforehand.
Boxed Miniatures (!)
Boxes containting your miniatures will be marked with „UP”, cutting lines
and scissors symbol and sometimes also the list of contained miniatures.
Please be very careful when cutting these open and always cut at the marked
spot on the top of the box.
Sheets of Bubblewrap (_)
Upon opening a box you might find a sheet of bubblewrap.
This can be removed without any special care.
Transportation Crunch (!!!)
Gently remove transportation crunch before pulling
out any bubblewrap bundles and/or miniatures.
Pulling out miniatures when there's transportation
crunch still around might result in damage to your
miniature.
Bundled Bubblewrap (!!)
In most cases this is a miniature. Remove any
transportation crunch on top and around the bundle
before gently pulling it out. Once freed, gently unwrap
the bundle.

Most importantly: Better Safe than Sorry
If you have any questions or doubts regarding unpacking your
miniatures – let me know so I can help ;)
More information on Packaging at:
https://scarhandpainting.com/back-shipment/
Legend:
(_) no danger
(!) be careful!
(!!) be extra careful!
(!!!) be ultra careful!
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